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Description 

Incremental learning with deep convolutional networks. 

Considerable amounts of multimedia data are continuously made available online (e.g. Flickr 

or YouTube) or broadcasted. Access to them or the large-scale analysis of their content is 

currently still limited either because initial textual annotation is non-existent, incomplete or 

incorrect or because an interpretation of the “raw” content (pixels or audio samples) is very 

difficult due to the “semantic gap” between them and the concepts that have meaning and 

relevance to humans. 

Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) have recently made a significant breakthrough 

in image classification [1]. This has been made possible by a conjunction of factors including: 

findings about how to have deep networks effectively and efficiently converge [2], the use of 

convolutional layers [3][4], the availability of very powerful parallel architectures (GPUs), 

findings about how exactly a network should be organized for the task [1], and the availability 

of huge quantity of cleanly annotated data [5]. 

Even with dedicated architectures and clever designs, these networks still takes time to train 

(from days to weeks) and are then restricted to the type of data and to the list of target 

categories used for their training. They can partially be re-used for other data types and/or 

other categories [6][7] but this generally requires a complete re-training of a significant part 

or of all of the whole network for each new data type or each new set of target categories. 

The proposed subject is to study methods for incrementally retrain or adapt a DCNN at a low 

marginal computing cost each time new training data samples and/or new target concept 

categories are introduced. The system should be able to smoothly and effectively evolve while 

new information or requirements are given to it. In particular, it should be able to improve 

itself each time a user detects that it made an error on a given test sample (active learning). 

Both the learned weights for a given architecture and the network architecture itself are 

expected to evolve. 

A number of already trained DCNN architectures are currently available and can be used as 

starting points. A number of annotated image and video collections are also available for 

conducting experiments. A complete DCNN development package (caffe [8]) is also 

available. 
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